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The Signature Composite
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First impressions count. Your front door is the first feature people notice about
your home. That is why it is so important. Your door makes a statement. It reflects
your home’s personality, your lifestyle and your aspirations.

With superior weather-tightness, secure locking systems and greater thermal
efficiency, your home is fully protected with a modern composite door.
How’s that for peace of mind?

This is why we introduced a high-quality, flush-fitting composite door that meets
the exacting demands of today’s discerning homeowner.

Whichever door you select, you can be assured that your door has been made to
the highest quality standards. Whether your requirements are for a door with a
large glass area to bring light in to your home, or a door with little or no glass to
maintain the privacy in your home, you will find a design to suit in our extensive
composite door range.

Designed with you in mind, our County Collection is one of the most
comprehensive ranges of composite doors on the market.
Choose from seven standard attractive colours, including beautiful woodgrain
finishes that look like traditional wooden doors, but don’t require the maintenance
associated with timber. Or if you prefer, bespoke shades can also be supplied on
request.

You and your home deserve the best. Install a County Collection door and you
add long-term value, kerb appeal and security to your home – all at the turn of a
key.

Today’s composite doors are the perfect stylish, secure and low-maintenance
choice; combining superb aesthetics with unrivalled long-life performance.
‡

†

†

*

**

**

Why choose a Composite Door?
Low maintenance – No need to paint or varnish; simply
wipe clean.
Security – Technologically-advanced locking systems
meet all the requirements demanded from a 21st
century entrance door to keep you and your home safe.
Robust – Composite doors are durable, with no
twisting, warping or splitting as with timber doors.
Thermally-efficient – Good insulation properties keep
out draughts and help to reduce your energy bills.
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Composite Door Features
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Durable and attractive, composite doors
are made to last. They are the future for
entrance doors.
All County Collection composite doors are
manufactured to the highest standards at
our dedicated production facilities using
top-quality materials.
Our composite doors are produced using
robust through-colour GRP door skins.
Completely weatherproof, they have
excellent resistance to knocks, scratches
and whatever the weather throws at
them. Unlike other doors, they don’t twist,
warp or split.
All door designs meet the latest energy
efficiency regulations, achieving a
U-value of 1.8W/m²K or below. Their
thermally-efficient foam cores help to
reduce energy bills and keep out noise.
Composite doors are low maintenance
with no need to paint or varnish; an
occasional wipe over with a damp cloth
will keep your smart new front door
looking as good as new.
High security comes as standard,
meeting all the requirements demanded
from a 21st century entrance door to keep
you and your home safe.
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Composite Door Features*
1

1

Slimline, low aluminium threshold
with twin seals

2

Strong through-colour GRP facing

3

High insulation foam core

4

Stable timber inner frame

5

Adjustable hinges

6

Wool pile seals x 2

7

Aluminium reinforced

8

Q-Lon gasket seal

9

Dedicated 70mm reinforced

10

Grained effect ABS edgeboard

PVC-U frame

Safe And Secure
Safety and security are uppermost in
everyone’s mind. 67% of burglars break in
through the door, according to Home Office
official crime statistics. That’s why our
County Collection composite doors use only
the best quality multi-point locking systems
to keep your home and family fully protected.
Our doors are installed within a reinforced
door frame and secured with Paddock PL
147 multi-point locks with two hooks, two
finger bolts and a deadbolt. Premium hinges
and keeps meet the latest standards and
legislation.
Feel reassured with a County Collection
composite door, which is manufactured
in accordance with Secured by Design, a
Police-backed accreditation. Secured by
Design is the official UK police approval
for security products that ensures they are
designed, manufactured and tested within
strict rigid guidelines.
County Collection SBD-licensed doors are
available as either solid or glazed versions,
giving your home the ultimate protection
from unwanted intrusion.
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No more lost keys! For the ultimate in convenience,
why not upgrade to keyless entry? Innovative
technology means you can lock and unlock your front
door with a handy remote control – just like your car.
We offer the Keyfree electronic lock – the very latest
in door security from Yale. Combining peace of mind
with convenience, you can access and protect your
property without a key.
A small remote control keyfob with a 10-metre range
unlocks your home – or enter your own personal code
(4 to 12 digits) into the built-in keypad.
Keyfree has been designed and tested to meet
Secured by Design and also features a built-in
80-decibal alarm to scare off anyone who tries to
attack the lock.

We use high-quality and fully tested locking
systems. With these products, you are assured
of the best locks that money can buy.
(High security PAS 23/24 handles pictured.)

Glazing Options
Glass panels not only allow light
into your home, they enhance and
personalise your door according to your
taste. A wide range of hand-crafted
exclusive and stylish glazing designs are
produced by our specialist team at our
in-house glass facilities.

Our double and triple-glazed units are
manufactured to BSEN 1279 standards.
Both have excellent heat retention
properties. Additionally, the elegant
triple-glazed units encapsulate the bevel
design within the sealed unit for ease of
cleaning.

From traditional to contemporary
styles, we can supply an eye-catching
option that really creates a stunning
focal point for your door. We can even
supply totally bespoke designs to your
own specification, from photographs or
drawings for example.
From obscure patterns for privacy to
stylish ‘sandblasted’ designs etched
into the glass, you can be sure of finding
the one to suit your individual needs
and wishes. Intricate leaded styles
complement traditional-looking doors or
you add a splash of creative colour from
our popular Fusion range.

There are countless glazing options for
your composite door, including beautiful
hand-assembled resin leadwork designs
like the one opposite.

www.signature-windows.com
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Composite Door Glazing Casette Styles

Suffolk

Norfolk

Essex

Bedford 1

Bedford Sunburst

Bedford 3

Kent 2

Kent 4

Surrey

Sussex

Gloucestershire
Diamond

Gloucestershire
Square

Hampshire

Dorset

Hertfordshire

Stable Door
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Choosing Your Door
Your door is as individual as you are.
We manufacture every composite door
to the customer’s exact and bespoke
requirements.
Personalise your door from our vast range
of options that add a unique finishing
touch. Starting with colour, there are seven
standard finishes including a Light Wood
and Dark Wood. Or choose from our range
of ‘heritage’ shades, such as olive, cream
or grey, which are ideal for older or rural
homes.
Then decide on your door style from our
comprehensive range – glazed or solid, it’s
up to you. Next, you need to choose what
type and style of glazing panel you require.
Within our myriad glass designs and styles,
there are virtually limitless choices to suit
your location and lifestyle.

For back doors, why not combine maximum
light with maximum privacy with an integral
blind option? Available in the Suffolk
door style, an internal venetian blind is
incorporated within the sealed glazed unit.
The blind, which never needs cleaning, is
opened and closed using an external lever.
Composite doors offer better access than
many other alternative materials. We offer a
choice of low aluminium thresholds in gold
or silver with colour-matched weatherbars,
plus a lower one designed for easier
wheelchair access.
Finally, select your hardware from our
attractive ranges of standard or perfectlymatching door furniture in gold, white,
black, chrome, bright bronze and satin
chrome.

The Composite Door Furniture Options

Standard handles

Scroll handles
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Pad handles

All metal letterplate in gold/chrome

Also in bright bronze & satin chrome

Knockers available with spyholes
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Personalise Your Door
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Black

White

Blue

Black

Green

Golden
Oak

Red

Rosewood

Step 4

Step 5

White

Light
Wood

Dark
Wood

There are five easy steps to creating your perfect door:
Step 1 - Decide on your door style. Twin glazed, single or solid, you can choose from our extensive ranges featured in the following pages.
Step 2 - Choose a colour to suit your property or personal taste, there are seven great woodgrain colour to choose from. (Please note a few
of our door styles have a reduced colour range)
Step 3 - Choose a frame colour to suit your door, there are four options available - standard white, black, golden oak or rosewood. (Please
note golden oak/rosewood are available with the same internal face finish, black frames have a white finish only)
Step 4 - Select your glass. So many designs to select from, just refer to the pages relating to your door style for details.
Step 5 - Finally no door is complete without the door furniture, we have a wide range of knockers, letterplates, handles and accessories to
enhance your chosen door.

Your Door

The Suffolk Range

One of our most popular designs, the Suffolk
has a single large glass panel allows maximum
light into your home. Ideal for darker hallways,
it also looks great as a back door. Choose from
clear, obscured or patterned glazing from a wide
range of aesthetic designs to suit all tastes and
situations.
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Suffolk Resin Lead**

Red

Brilliance Design †
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The Suffolk Glazing Options

Obscure

Sandblasted
House Number

Diamond Lead

Fusion Style 1
Green*

Rectangle Lead

Fusion Style 2
Red/Yellow *

Resin Bevel †**

Fusion Art

Resin Bevel †**
Coloured

Resin Lead

Green*

Simplicity ‡

Suffolk Royale‡

Resin Bevel †**

Simplicity ‡

Fusion Style 1*

Venetian Blind †

Red**

The Suffolk Door Colour Options

Black

Brilliance †

Royale ‡

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

The Norfolk Range

Sandblast
House Number

Royale ‡

Similar to the Suffolk design, the Norfolk door makes an elegant
statement with its arched glazed panel. This still allows plenty of
light in through the glass, while lending a ‘softer’ appearance to
the door.

www.signature-windows.com

Norfolk 1 Clear Resin Bevel †

Norfolk 1 Green Resin Bevel †**
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The Norfolk Glazing Options

Obscure

Diamond Lead

Rectangle Lead

Brilliance ‡

Brilliance †
Resin Bevel †**

Green Resin
Bevel†**

Sandblasted
House Number

Fusion Style 1
Green *

The Norfolk Door Colour Options

Black

Fusion Style 2
Black / Tan *

Fusion Art

Red/Yellow *

Simplicity ‡

Royale ‡

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

The Essex Range

Fusion Tiles Style 1*

Suitable for both traditional and modern tastes,
the Essex is our top selling design. Its twin glazed
panels accept a variety of glass options to your
liking. This versatile door style echoes Georgian
and Edwardian architectural styles, making it the
perfect choice for older properties.
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Sandblast Style 3

Essex 2 - Blue Bevel Style 2**
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The Essex Glazing Options

Obscure

Diamond Lead

Brilliance †

Resin Bevel †**

Coloured
Resin Bevel †**

Resin Lead
Fleur-de-lys †

Resin Lead**

Colour Resin Bevel†**

Red

Fusion Art*
Blue

Sandblasted
Style 2

Sandblasted
Style 3

Sandblasted
Style 4

Fusion Style 1*

Black/Tan

Fusion Art*

Black

Fusion Style 2*
Red/Yellow

The Essex Door Colour Options

Black

Resin Lead**
Red

Black Bevel†**
Style 1

Blue Bevel**
Style 2

Simplicity ‡

Royale ‡

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

The Bedford Range

Mix and match with the Bedford’s flexible glazing
options. Choose from one or three glass panels
according to your needs and preferences. For
privacy with some light, the semi-circular single
top glazed panel is ideal for a busy location. Or
add two more to brighten your home.

www.signature-windows.com

Bedford Red Solar

Sandblasted House Number
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The Bedford Glazing Options

Obscure

Diamond Lead

Sandblasted House
Number

Resin Bevel †**

Coloured Resin
Revel†**

Red Solar

Fusion Style 2*

Fusion Style 2 with
House Number *

Fusion Style 1*
Green

Fusion Art*
Green

Black/Tan

Bedford 3 Fusion Style 1*
Green

Bedford 3 Fusion Art*

Simplicity ‡

Royale ‡

(Available in all colours)

Bedford Sunburst

The Bedford Door Colour Options

Black
Sunburst

Bedford 3 Brass Art Clarity ‡

Green

Brilliance †

Brass Art Clarity ‡

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

The Kent Range

The Kent range offers three classic styles to
personalise your door. For total privacy on a
busy street, choose a solid version with no glass.
Two or four glass panels bring more light, with a
choice of attractive traditional or contemporary
glass designs.

www.signature-windows.com

Kent 4, Fusion Art*
Green

Kent 2, Red Solar
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The Kent Glazing Options

Obscure

Diamond Lead

Sandblast Rose

Red Solar

Fusion Style 1*

Fusion Style 1*

Fusion Style 1*

Simplicity ‡

Royale ‡

Obscure

Diamond Lead

Fusion Style 1*

Fusion Style 1*

Fusion Style 1*

Green

Black/Tan

Red/Yellow

Green

Black/Tan

Red/Yellow

Kent Solid

Kent 4 - Light Wood with clear bevel**

The Kent Door Colour Options

Black

Fusion Art*

Red/Yellow

Coloured
Bevel**

Clear Bevel**

Simplicity ‡

Royale ‡

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

The Surrey Range

Royale ‡

Surrey Fleur de Lys

This new range builds on the popular Essex
range with subtle arched tops to the twin glass
panels. Square or arched slim vertical panels;
the choice is yours.
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Sandblast Style 2

Surrey Blue Bevel Style 2**
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The Surrey Glazing Options

Obscure

Diamond Lead

Brilliance †

Resin Bevel†**

Fleur de Lys

Sandblasted
Style 1

Sandblasted
Style 2

Sandblasted
Style 4

Blue Bevel**
Style 2

Resin Lead

Fusion Tiles Style 1*

Black /Tan

The Surrey Door Colour Options

Black

Fusion Style 1*
Black/Tan

Fusion Style 2*
Red/Yellow

Fusion Art*
Blue

Simplicity ‡

Royale ‡

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

The Sussex Range

Perfect for rural homes, the Sussex selection
combines style with a degree of privacy.
Distinctive moulding lines focus the eye on a
single glazed panel that can be customised with
our unique handcrafted glass patterns.

www.signature-windows.com

Sussex Red Bevel**

Royale ‡
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The Sussex Glazing Options

Obscure

Fusion Style 1*
Black/Tan

Diamond
Lead

Red Bevel**

Fusion Style 1*

Fleur de Lys

Red/Yellow

The Sussex in Green with Clear Bevel

The Sussex Door Colour Options

Black

Simplicity ‡

Royale ‡

Brass Art
Clarity ‡

Simplicity ‡

Blue

Green

Red

White

The Gloucestershire Range

This traditional ‘cottage-style’ door is a favourite
with homeowners, suitable for either front
or back doors. The Gloucestershire’s vertical
‘boarded’ appearance replicates the rustic
‘tongue and groove’ timber construction, which
makes them ideal for restoration or replacement
projects. Square or diamond-shaped glazed
panels, with Fusion or bevelled glass options,
can be added for additional light.

www.signature-windows.com

Bevelled Diamond**
Green

Fusion Tiles Style 1*
Black/Tan
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The Gloucestershire Glazing Options

Obscure

Bevelled Diamond**

Green

Diamond Lead

Bevelled Diamond**
Red

Fusion Style 1*

Bevelled Diamond**
Blue

Fusion Style 1*

Black/Tan

Fusion Style 1*

Green

Red/Yellow

The Gloucestershire Door Colour Options

Black

Blue

Green

Red

White
Diamond Bevel**
Blue

Square Obscure

The Hampshire Range

Hampshire Blue Bevel Style 2**

Hampshire Clear Bevelled**

European flair combines with British solidarity in the Hampshire
range. Four offset glazed panels accept leaded, sandblasted,
bevel or ‘funky’ Fusion designs for an overall creative effect. It’s a
modern look for a 21st century composite door. It’s the perfect for
that Docklands apartment or new townhouse.
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Hampshire Fusion Tiles*

Black/Tan

Hampshire Fusion Tiles*
Red/Yellow
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The Hampshire Glazing Options

Obscure Glass

Fusion Tiles*

Diamond Lead

Sandblasted Rose

Green

Red/Yellow

Fusion Tiles*

Fusion Tiles*

Clear Bevel**

Royale ‡

Blue Bevel Style 2**

Black/Tan

Hampshire Fusion Tiles Style 1*
Black/Tan

The Hampshire Door Colour Options

Black

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

The Dorset Range

Dorset Blue Bevel Style 2**

Clear Bevel Style 2**

Fresh, clean and thoroughly contemporary, the Dorset expands our
European theme. Two offset glazed panels illuminate the interior,
while affording a degree of privacy. Obscure, leaded, bevelled or
Fusion designs all enhance this beautiful door.

www.signature-windows.com

Dorset Fleur de Lys

Fusion Tiles Style 2*

Black/Tan
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The Dorset Glazing Options

Obscure

Diamond
Lead

Simplicity ‡

Fusion Tile*

Fusion Tile*

Fusion Tile*

Black/Tan

Green

Red/Yellow

Obscure

The Dorset Door Colour Options

Black

Fusion Art*
Green

Clear Bevel
Style 2**

Blue Bevel
Style 2**

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

The Hertfordshire Range

Hertfordshire Sandblasted Style 4

Hertfordshire Fusion Art*
Blue

Slanted glazed tops to the Hertfordshire’s glazed panels give these
doors a distinctive appearance. The ‘eyebrow’ shapes create a strong
visual focal point – complemented with a wide range of exciting
glazing options.
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Hertfordshire Bevel Style 1**

Hertfordshire Fusion Tiles Style 1*
Black/Tan
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The Hertfordshire Glazing Options

Obscure

Diamond
Lead

Resin Bevel †**

Coloured Resin
Bevel†**

Blue Bevel
Style 2**

Sandblasted
Style 1

Sandblasted
Style 2

Sandblasted
Style 3

Sandblasted
Style 4

Fusion Art*
Blue

The Hertfordshire Door Colour Options

Black
Fusion Style 1*

Black/Tan

Fusion Style 2*
Red/Yellow

Red Bevel Style 1** Black Bevel
Style 1**

Royale ‡

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

The Stable Range
Available as a solid door
or glazed with a square or
diamond light, the Stable
Door comes in a range of
colours to suit all types of
homes. It’s also the ideal
choice for country living
and outdoor lifestyles.

High security locks are used
throughout. The split upper
and lower door leafs can be
locked to frame independently
offering maximum security.

Our Stable Door offers you the best of both
worlds – a window and door in one. Opening
the top door only keeps children and pets safe
and secure, while allowing fresh air into your
home. High security locks and an effective
weather-seal ensure it performs just as well
as a standard single door. The lower half also
accepts cat and dog flaps.

www.signature-windows.com

The stable door features high
security locks that engage
into the outer frame and an
interlock between the top and
bottom leaf.

The Stable Door in Blue with Obscure Glass

Stable Door, Square Glass

The Twin Door Range

Norfolk Double Door with
Brilliance Glass †

Suffolk Double Door with
Obscure Glass

Dorset Double Door with Fusion
Glass*

Hampshire Double Door with
Bevelled Glass**

Kent Solid Double Door

Kent 4 Double Door with
Simplicity Glass ‡
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Essex Double Door with Blue Bevel Glass**

The Stable & Twin Door Colour Options
Where wider access is required, you can double your options – literally – with the
Twin Door. Available in six of our most popular styles, the Twin Door combines
practicality with cutting-edge style and security. Great for porches, the Twin
Door is also suitable for French Door applications to suit all types of homes.

Black

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

Door Combinations

Our side panel
combinations feature
a mechanical coupler
strip between the door
frame and the side
panel frame.

Suffolk Twin Panel with Simplicity Glass ‡

Complement your entrance door with matching
side panels. Perfect for wider apertures, there
are a number of possible combinations from
our Suffolk and Essex ranges. Where space
allows, side panels enhance darker interiors by
increasing light levels and present a smart and
co-ordinated appearance to the outside world.
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Essex Twin Side Panel with Royale Glass ‡

The Door and a Half
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The Backing Glass Options

Pelerine

Florielle

Mayflower

Artic

Everglade

Autumn Leaf

Chantilly

Contour

Sycamore

Chinchilla

Charcoal Sticks

Stippolyte

Digital

Cotswold

Inside View of our Door and a Half

Oak Leaf

Taffeta

Minster

Flemish

Our Composite door range offers the option of choosing your preferred
backing glass. The backing glass sits on the inside face of the double
glazed cassettes.
N.b. This option isn't available for the triple glazed designs.
Our ‘Door and a Half’ is literally just that – a
composite door plus matching hinged side panel.
This can be opened up to allow wider access, for
example when moving large items of furniture.

Essex Door and a Half with Simplicity Glass ‡

The Door Colour Options

Black

Blue

Green

Red

White

Light Wood

Dark Wood

Specification
All our doors undergo rigorous testing to meet the latest security standards and regulations.
They come with a full ten-year guarantee, giving you peace of mind.

All our locks offer excellent levels of security and peace of mind. We have high security options available, tested to
PASS 23/24 accreditation.

www.signature-windows.com
Please note that all images are provided as a guide only. Due to the nature of the various materials used in the manufacturing process, there may be slight variations in colour between the door outerframes and the door leafs. Handles, letterplates and door furniture may vary.
As part of our commitment to continuous improvement, we reserve the right to modify/change the specification without prior notice.
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The Complete Range of Composite Doors, © Pioneer Trading Company Limited 2013
† This sandblast/resin bevel design is not available with a choice of backing glass.
‡ These elegant triple glazed units encapsulate the bevel design within the sealed unit. A choice of backing glass is not available.

* The fusion glass designs are available in red/yellow, green, blue, black/tan and clear colourways to suit your chosen door colour.
** The resin lead and resin bevel designs are available in red, green, blue, black and clear colour options to suit your chosen door.

Built up to a standard
not down to a price
www.signature-windows.com

